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Abstrat
In the standard theory of neutrino osillations it is supposed that physi-
al observed neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ have no definite masses, that they are
initially produed as a mixture of the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states (are produed
as a wave paket), and that neutrino osillations are the real ones. Then this
wave paket must deompose at a definite distane into onstituent parts
and neutrino osillations must disappear. It was shown that these supposi-
tions lead to violation of the law of energy and momentum onservation. An
alternative sheme of neutrino osillations obtained within the framework of
partile physis has been onsidered where the above mentioned shortom-
ings are absent, the osillations of neutrinos with equal masses are the real
ones, and the osillations of neutrinos with different masses are virtual ones.
Expressions for probabilities of neutrino transitions (osillations) in the al-
ternative (orreted) sheme, are given.
1. Introdution
The suggestion that, in analogy with Ko, K¯o osillations, there ould be
neutrino-antineutrino osillations ( ν → ν¯) was onsidered by Ponteorvo [1℄
in 1957. It was subsequently onsidered by Maki et al. [2℄ and Ponteorvo [3℄
that there ould be mixings (and osillations) of neutrinos of different flavors
(i.e., νe → νµ transitions). In the standard theory of neutrino osillations
[4℄ it is supposed that physial observed neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ have no
definite masses and that they are diretly produed as mixture of the ν1, ν2, ν3
neutrino states (as wave pakets). Below we disuss the onsequenes of
these suppositions and then an alternative sheme of neutrino osillations
onstruted in the framework of partile physis theory is onsidered. This
work is expanded version of the previous work hep-ph/0503202.
Come to onsideration of basi elements and shortomings of the stan-
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dard theory of neutrino osillations.
2. Basi Elements of the Standard Theory of Neutrino Osilla-
tions
In the standard theory of neutrino osillations [4℄, onstruted in the
framework of Quantum theory (Mehanis) in analogy with the theory of
Ko, K¯o osillation, it is supposed that mass eigenstates are ν1, ν2, ν3 neutri-
no states but not physial observed neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ . And that the
neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ are diretly produed as superpositions of ν1, ν2, ν3 states
(neutrinos). Sine νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are superpositions of ν1, ν2, ν3 neutri-
nos (mass matrix is nondiagonal) then they have no definite mass. And also
that neutrino osillations are real osillations even, i.e. that there is a real
transition of eletron neutrino νe into muon neutrino νµ (or tau neutrino ντ ).
Come to onsideration of osillations in the framework of this approah. To
simplify, the ase of two neutrinos is onsidered.
The mass lagrangian of two neutrinos (νe, νµ) has the following form:
LM = −
1
2
[
mνe ν¯eνe +mνµ ν¯µνµ +mνeνµ(ν¯eνµ + ν¯µνe)
]
≡
≡ −1
2
(ν¯e, ν¯µ)

 mνe mνeνµ
mνµνe mνµ



 νe
νµ

 , (1)
whih is diagonalized by rotation on the angle θ and then this lagrangian (1)
transforms into the following one (see ref. in [4℄):
LM = −
1
2
[m1ν¯1ν1 +m2ν¯2ν2] , (2)
where
m1,2 =
1
2
[
(mνe +mνµ)±
(
(mνe −mνµ)
2 + 4m2νµνe
)1/2]
,
and angle θ is determined by the following expression:
tg2θ =
2mνeνµ
(mνµ −mνe)
, (3)
νe = cosθν1 + sinθν2,
νµ = −sinθν1 + cosθν2.
(4)
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From eq.(3) one an see that if mνe = mνµ , then the mixing angle is equal
to pi/4 independently of the value of mνeνµ:
The expression for time evolution of ν1, ν2 neutrinos (see (2), (4)) with
masses m1 and m2 is
ν1(t) = e
−iE1tν1(0), ν2(t) = e
−iE2tν2(0), (5)
where
E2k = (p
2 +m2k), k = 1, 2.
If neutrinos are propagating without interations, then
νe(t) = cosθe
−iE1tν1(0) + sinθe
−iE2tν2(0),
νµ(t) = −sinθe
−iE1tν1(0) + cosθe
−iE2tν2(0).
(6)
Using the expression for ν1 and ν2 from (11), and putting it into (6), one an
get the following expression:
νe(t) =
[
e−iE1tcos2θ + e−iE2tsin2θ
]
νe(0)+
+
[
e−iE1t − e−iE2t
]
sinθ cos θνµ(0), (7)
νµ(t) =
[
e−iE1tsin2θ + e−iE2tcos2θ
]
νµ(0)+
+
[
e−iE1t − e−iE2t
]
sinθcosθνe(0).
The probability that neutrino νe produed at the time t = 0 will be
transformed into νµ at the time t is an absolute value of amplitude νµ(0) in
(7) squared, i. e.
P (νe → νµ) =| (νµ(0) · νe(t)) |
2=
= 1
2
sin2 2θ
[
1− cos((m2
2
−m2
1
)/2p)t
]
,
(8)
where it is supposed that p≫ m1, m2;Ek ≃ p +m
2
k/2p.
Besides, sine νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are superpositions of ν1, ν2, ν3, then the
νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are wave pakets having widths. Then these νe, νµ, ντ
states (neutrinos) are unstable ones and must deompose for the time ∆t
whih is determinated by the unertainty relation [5, 6℄,
∆t ∼
Lcohe
c
, (9)
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Lcohe ∼=
4E2ν∆x
∆m2
,
where c is the light veloity, ∆x is size of the objet where the physial
observed neutrino is produed, ∆m2 is squared neutrino mass differenes
(∆m2 → m2ν2 −m
2
ν1
or m2ν3 −m
2
ν1
).
2. Remarks to the Standard Theory of Neutrino Osillations
Now it is neessary to hek: is it possible to prove main suppositions
of the standard theory of neutrino osillations within the framework of the
partile physis theory (or the relativisti quantum theory)?
1. The mass eigenstates are ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states but not physial ob-
served neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ . And then the neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ are diretly
produed as superpositions of the ν1, ν2, ν3 states (neutrinos).
This supposition violates the ausality priniple sine at produtions of
νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos they already know that they must be superpositions of
the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos.
One of the basi positions of the partile physis theory (or the quan-
tum theory) [5, 7℄ is that partiles must be produed in eigenstates, i.e.,
partiles are produed in states with a diagonal mass matrix. For example,
we have two interations: interation with the lepton number onservations
(interation with W,Z exhanges) and interation with the lepton number
violations (hypothetial interation whih is desribed by the nondiagonal
terms of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matries). What states will be
produed? It is lear that in the first ase the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos will be pro-
dued and in the seond ase the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos will be produed sine
they are eigenstates of the orresponding interations. Why are the νe, νµ, ντ
neutrinos produed but we do not observe ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino produtions?
Within the framework of the partile physis theory it is possible only if the
interation with lepton number violations has time to produe the ν1, ν2, ν3
neutrinos, i.e., we do not observe produtions of these neutrinos sine the
probabilities of their produtions are very small [8℄. Then, after produtions
of the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos, sine we annot swith off the weak interation
whih violated the lepton numbers, they will be transformed to superposi-
tions of the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos. So, one an see that within the framework
of the partile physis theory there is no possibility for diret produtions of
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partiles in superposition states.
The same situation takes plae in the hadron ase, when in the strong in-
terations (where strangeness is onserved) Ko, K¯o mesons (eigenstates) are
produed. And then by the weak interations (where strangeness is violated)
they are transformed to superpositions of the Ko
1
, Ko
2
mesons (eigenstates of
the weak interations) and then osillations take plae [8, 9℄.
Now let us disuss other onsequenes of the standard theory of neutrino
osillations.
2. Sine the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are diretly produed as superpositions of
the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos (their mass matrix is nondiagonal), they annot have
definite masses. Only ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos have definite masses.
As a onsequene of these suppositions, we annot formulate the law of
energy-momentum onservation in a strit form in the proesses with parti-
ipation of these neutrinos.
And it is also supposed that osillations between the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos
are real osillations.
However, omputation with (1)-(4) has shown that νe, νµ masses are
mνe = m1cos
2θ +m2sin
2θ,
mνµ = m1sin
2θ +m2cos
2θ, (10)
i.e., the νe, νµ neutrinos have definite masses whih are expressed via the
ν1, ν2 masses and the mixing angle θ. It means that the supposition that the
νe, νµ neutrinos have no definite masses is not onfirmed. Then, if neutrino
osillations are real osillations, i.e. there is a real transition of the eletron
neutrino νe into the muon neutrino νµ (or tau neutrino-ντ ), the neutrino
x = µ, τ will deay to an eletron neutrino plus something:
νx → νe + ... . (11)
As a result, we an get energy from vauum, whih is equal to the mass
differene (if mνx > mνe)
∆E ∼ mνx −mνe. (12)
Then, again, this eletron neutrino is onverted into the muon neutrino,
whih deays again and we get energy, et. So we have got a perpetuum
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mobile! Obviously, the law of energy and momentum onservation in these
proesses is not fulfilled.
It is neessary to stress that these suppositions are in ontradition with
the fundamental demand of the partile physis theory that the partiles
must have definite masses and the law of energy-momentum onservation
must be fulfilled in proesses.
3. The νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are superpositions of the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos and
they are produed as wave pakets and must deompose, i.e., at distanes L
when
L > Lcohe, (13)
from the point of their produtions the wave pakets deompose to ompo-
nents and neutrino osillations will be absent. Then we must see ν1, ν2, ν3
neutrino states but not the states of νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos. Neutrinos are ele-
mentary partiles. Within the framework of the elementary partile theory
the partiles are produed as individual eigenstates of the orresponding in-
teration. We an onstrut a wave paket as superposition of individual
partiles having a definite width only after their produtions, but we annot
produe a wave paket as an elementary partile within the framework of
the elementary partile theory (or the quantum theory).
It also means that the Solar neutrinos annot reah the Earth as νe, νµ, ντ
neutrino states.
Lcohe ∼
4E2ν∆x
∆m2
= 2.2 · 106cm, (14)
where E = 7MeV , ∆m2 = 8.9 · 10−5eV 2, ∆x = 10−12cm (the neutrinos are
produed inside the nuleus). However in experiments [10, 11℄ we see namely
νe, νµ, ντ neutrino states but not ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states.
Without any doubt this standard theory requires a orretion in order to
get rid of the above mentioned defets. Below we ome to onstrution of a
orret sheme within the framework of the elementary partile theory (or
the quantum theory).
3. Alternative Sheme of Neutrino Osillations
In the framework of the partile physis theory [7℄ all partiles are stable
ones or if they have widths then they must deay in the states (partiles) with
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small masses. It is a requirement whih must be fulfilled in the framework of
partile physis theory. If partiles are wave pakets then these wave pakets
will deompose and we annot obtain stable long-life partiles.
The only way to restore the law of energy-momentum onservation in
proesses of neutrino osillations is to work in the framework of partile
physis theory. Then, these osillations will be virtual if neutrinos have dif-
ferent masses and these osillations will proeed in the framework of the
unertainty relations.
So, the orret theory of neutrino osillations an be onstruted only
into the framework of the partile physis theory, where the oneption of
mass shell is present [7, 12℄. Besides, every partile must be produed on its
mass shell and it will be left on its mass shell while passing through vauum.
In the onsidered sheme of neutrino osillations, onstruted in the
framework of the partile physis theory, it is supposed (aording to the
experiments) that:
1) The physial observable neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ are eigenstates of the
weak interation with W,Zo exhanges. And, naturally, the mass matrix of
νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos is diagonal, i.e., the mass matrix of νe, νµ and νµ neutrinos
has the following diagonal form (sine these neutrinos are produed in the
weak interations, it means that they are eigenstates of these interations
and their mass matrix must be diagonal):


mνe 0 0
0 mνµ 0
0 0 mντ

 . (15)
Besides, all the available, experimental results indiate that the lepton num-
bers le, lµ, lτ are well onserved, i.e. the standard weak interations (with
W,Zo bosons) do not violate the lepton numbers.
2) Then, to violate the lepton numbers, it is neessary to introdue an
interation violating these numbers. It is equivalent to introduing of the
nondiagonal mass terms in the mass matrix of νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos:
M(νe, νµ, ντ) =


mνe mνeνµ mνeντ
mνµνe mνµ mνµντ
mντνe mντνµ mντ

 . (16)
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Diagonalizing this matrix [4℄
M(νe, νµ, ντ) = V
−1M(ν1, ν2, ν2)V, (17)
we go to the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino mass matrix

mν1 0 0
0 mν2 0
0 0 mν3

 , (18)
where V is neutrino mixings matrix V . Then the vetor state Ψ(νe, νµ, ντ ),
of νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos
Ψ(νe, νµ, ντ) =


νe
νµ
ντ

 , (19)
is transformed into the vetor state Ψ(ν1, ν2, ν2) of ν1, ν2, ν2 neutrinos
Ψ(νe, νµ, ντ) = VΨ(ν1, ν2, ν2), (20)
i.e., νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are transformed into superpositions of ν1, ν2, ν2 neu-
trinos.
We an hoose parameterization of this matrix V in the form proposed
by Maiani [13℄ V , then
V =


1 0 0
0 cγ sγ
0 −sγ cγ




cβ 0 sβ exp(−iδ)
0 1 0
−sβ exp(iδ) 0 cβ




cθ sθ 0
−sθ cθ 0
0 0 1

,
(21)
where θ, β, γ and δ are angles of neutrino mixings and parameter of CP
violation.
Exatly like the ase of Ko mesons produed in strong interations, when
mainly Ko, K¯o mesons are produed but not K1, K2 mesons. In the onsid-
ered ase νe, νµ, ντ , but not ν1, ν2, ν3, neutrino states are mainly produed in
the weak interations (this is so sine the ontribution of the lepton numbers
violating interations in this proess is too small).
3) Then, when the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are passing through vauum, they
will be onverted into superpositions of the ν1, ν2, ν3 owing to the presene
of the interations violating the lepton number of neutrinos and will be left
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on their mass shells. And, then, osillations of the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos will
take plae aording to the standard sheme [4℄. In the ase of two neutrino
osillations we will obtain expressions equivalent to expressions (1)÷(8) and
for the ase of three neutrino osillations the ommon expression was given
in [14℄ for V in all possible ases .
Whether these osillations are real or virtual, it will be determined by
the masses of the physially observed neutrinos νe, νµ, ντ .
i) If the masses of the νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are equal, then the real osilla-
tion of the neutrinos will take plae.
ii) If the masses of the νe, νµ, ντ are not equal, then the virtual osillation
of the neutrinos will take plae (the time of neutrino transitions will be de-
fined by unertainty relation). To make these neutrinos real, these neutrinos
must partiipate in the quasielasti interations, in order to undergo tran-
sition to the mass shell of the other appropriate neutrinos in analogy with
γ − ρo transition in the vetor meson dominane model. It is neessary to
take into aount that in ontrast to the strong interations, the dependene
on squared transferring momentum in the weak interations has a flat form
sine W boson has a huge mass. It means that at weak interations of os-
illating neutrinos in matter (detetor) they transit on their mass shell and
there an additional dependene of squared transferring momentum does not
appear. In ase ii) enhanement of neutrino osillations will take plae if the
mixing angle is small at neutrinos passing through a bulk of matter [15℄.
So the neutrino mixings (osillations) appear due to the fat that at neu-
trino reating the eigenstates of the weak interations the νe, νµ, ντ neutrino
states are produed but not the eigenstates of the weak interation violating
lepton numbers (i.e. ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states). And then when neutrinos are
passing through vauum they are onverted into superpositions of ν1, ν2, ν3
neutrinos and through these intermediate states they are onverted from
one type into the other type. If ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrinos were originally produed,
then the mixings (osillations) would not have taken plae sine in the weak
interation where νe, νµ, ντ neutrinos are produed the lepton numbers are
onserved.
In the ase of three neutrino types the probability of νe → νe transitions
has the following form [14℄:
P (νe → νe, t) = 1− cos
4(β)sin2(2θ)sin2(t(E1 − E2)/2)−
9
cos2(θ)sin2(2β)sin2(t(E1 − E3)/2)−
−sin2(θ)sin2(2β)sin2(t(E2 − E3)/2), (22)
where E1, E2, E3 are energy of ν1, ν2, ν3 → x neutrinos and Ex =
√
p2 +m2x.
Sine lengths of neutrino osillations
Li,j = 2pi
p
| m22 −m
2
1 |
i 6= j = 1, 2, 3, (23)
are different, then the expression of probability for neutrino osillations at
small distanes has a simpler form. For example, for νe → νe osillations we
have
P (νe → νe) = 1− sin
2 2θsin2((m2
2
−m2
1
)/2p)t, (24)
where
sin2θ = 1/2−
(mνe −mνµ)
2
√
(mνe −mνµ)
2 + (2mνeνµ)
2
, (25)
and
sin22θ =
(2mνeνµ)
2
(mνe −mνµ)
2 + (2mνeνµ)
2
, (26)
It is interesting to remark that expression (26) an be obtained from the
Breit-Wigner distribution [16℄
P ∼
(Γ/2)2
(E − E0)2 + (Γ/2)2
, (27)
by using the following substitutions:
E = mνe, E0 = mνµ, Γ/2 = 2mνe,νµ, (28)
where Γ/2 ≡ W (...) is a width of νe ↔ νµ transitions, i.e., virtual neutrino
osillations keep in within the unertainty relation. Then we an interpret
nondiagonal mass terms as widths of neutrino transitions. In the general ase
these widths an be omputed by using a standard method [17℄.
If mνe,νµ differs from zero, then Exp. (26) gives a probability of νe ↔ νµ
transitions and then the probability of νe ↔ νµ transitions is defined by these
neutrino masses and width (nondiagonal mass term) of their transitions. If
mνe,νµ = 0, then the νe ↔ νµ transitions are forbidden. So, this is a solution
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of the problem of the origin of the mixing angle in the theory of vauum
osillations in the sheme of mass mixings.
It is neessary to remark that in this orreted (alternative) sheme of
neutrino osillations, in ontrast to the standard theory, osillations of neu-
trinos with equal masses are real ones and the osillations of neutrinos with
different masses are virtual ones and then the problem of energy momen-
tum onservation as well as the problem of neutrino disintegrations as wave
pakets, are solved.
In the above onsidered sheme of neutrino osillations at neutrino osil-
lations their masses hange (for examplemνe → mνµ). Theoretially neutrino
transitions without hanging their masses are also possible [17℄. In this ase
the mixing angles are maximal (pi/4). The author proposed another meha-
nism (model) of neutrino transitions, whih is generated by harge (ouple
onstant) mixings, analogous to the model of vetor dominane, i.e., the mod-
el of γ → ρo transitions [18℄.
4. Conlusions
In the standard theory of neutrino osillations it is supposed that physi-
al observed neutrino states νe, νµ, ντ have no definite masses, that they are
initially produed as a mixture of the ν1, ν2, ν3 neutrino states (are produed
as a wave paket), and that neutrino osillations are the real ones. Then this
wave paket must deompose at a definite distane into onstituent parts
and neutrino osillations must disappear. It has been shown that these sup-
positions lead to violation of the law of energy and momentum onservation.
An alternative sheme of neutrino osillations obtained within the framework
of partile physis has been onsidered where the above mentioned shortom-
ings are absent, the osillations of neutrinos with equal masses are the real
ones, and the osillations of neutrinos with different masses are virtual ones.
Expressions for probabilities of neutrino transitions (osillations) in the al-
ternative (orreted) sheme has been given.
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